INTRODUCTION
Let M, P be closed oriented 3-manifolds such that the fundamental group TTI(P) is finite of order n. Let if : TTI(M) -> TTI(P) be a homomorphism. Using elementary facts from obstruction theory, one can easily show that
(1) (p is geometrically realizable; that is, there exists a map / : M -> P such that /* -(p;
(2) deg(/) mod n depends only on ip.
The paper is devoted to the elaboration of a computer algorithm for calculating the degree. We apply the algorithm to maps into the Poincare homology sphere P and under certain restrictions give an experimental explicit formula for deg(/) through numerical invariants of (/?. The formula reduces the problem of finding out degree one maps onto P to purely number-theoretical questions. For additional background see [Hayat-Legrand et al. 1997; HayatLegrand and Zieschang 2000] . The calculation of the degree seems difficult to us, 20F38. [1982] constructed a self mapping of the Poincare hoMatveev's research was partly done at the IHES and was also mology Sphere which has degree 49 and induces an supported by RFBR grant N 99-01-00813 and INTAS project automorphism of the fundamental group. Our ap- . Part of the this work was done when Zieschang was , . . , J . .., staying at the Department of Mathematics, University of P rOach requires vast manipulations With group preCalifornia at Santa Barbara.
sentations and calculations in group rings.
A BIT OF THEORY
is, a 2-cochain in C 2 (P; Z n ); this is the second item Let / : M ->• P be a map between closed oriented 3-manifolds such that the fundamental group TTI(P) _. , , ,_,... • a -x r J T x u xu r u u • J The Induced Chain Map is finite 01 order n. Let both manifolds be equipped with CW structures such that / is cellular. We also
The third item we need P v the calculation is the assume that both CW complexes have exactly one module homomorphism /, : C 2 (Af;Z[7Ti(Af)]) -> vertex, and that P has only one 3-cell. 3 of P. The set X = ^"H^o) can be con-(B,dB). Then we have sidered as a 0-dimensional cycle in P with coefficients in Z n . Since P is path connected and the Z = H 3 (Bi,dBi) ^ H 3 (B,dB) = Z coefficients are in Z n , every 0-chain of P with coefficient sum divisible by n is a boundary. Hence X, consisting of n points, bounds a 1-dimensional chain Y in P with coefficients in Z n . Note that X • and y are actually elements of the corresponding
chain groups of i), where -D is the decomposition of P dual to the one induced by the cell decomposiwhere M (2) and P (2) denote the 2-skeletons of M tion of P. Alternatively, one can consider X and Y and P, respectively. Here i* sends the generator of as singular chains with the additional requirement H 3 {B u dBi) to the z-th generator of H 3 (M,M^) , that y should be transverse to the 2-skeleton of P. considered as the 3-dimensional cellular chain group Hence, for any 2-chain a G C 2 (P;Z), the intersecof the CW-complexM. Denote this cellular chain by tion number a fl Y G Z n is well-defined. Therefore {£»}; thus /*({!?»}) = fc»{J5}. ^y e descr ibe a simple geometric procedure for find-(3) the boundary curve of each 2-cell is equipped ing out w a ,p (a,t) . Present a regular neighborhood with a base point such that, starting from this TV of a U t in T 2 as the union of a disc with two dispoint, the curve follows the edges just so as they joint strips (handles of index one). The key observaare written in the corresponding relation; tion is that m, being the boundary of a meridional y& /C~\ 1. Take a parallel copies of a and \fi\ parallel copies l^-•» ^-of t in the strips such that the end points of them FIGURE 2. Spherical diagram for the 3-cell of M. lie on the boundary of the disc around the vertex; 2. Join the copies inside the disc by disjoint arcs interior of M ' we § et a circle that intersects ŝ uch that no arc has both end points at the same meridion al disc r 2 of the solid torus M positively end of the same strip. This can be done in two in exact1^ one P ointlt follows that ^) can be ways, and the right choice depends on the sign P resen ted as a*t* G TT^M), where the integers x,y o f Q satisfy the equation ay -fix = 1 and thus serve as the coordinates of a positively oriented longitude of To get w a ,/3, it only remains to read it off by traversthe torus.
• ing mi. See Figure 1 for the case a -5, fi -2, when we get w = a 3 ta 2 t Remark 3.2.1. The following simple rules can be used for recursive calculating of the word w a^:
+ w a +frp(a,t) = w aif3 (a,at)', w aja +p(a,t) = w ai p(at,t).
An alternative approach to the w a% p can be found |-^> in [Osborne and Zieschang 1981; Lustig et al. 1995] ; aV compare also [Gonzalvez-Acuna and Ramirez 1999] .
Boundary Cycles of Seifert Manifolds
We restrict ourselves to Seifert manifolds fibered over the 2-sphere with three exceptional fibers. Let FIGURE 1. Simple closed curve of the type (a, /?). M = M((ai,/3i); (a 2 ,/3 2 ); (a 3 ,/3 3 )) be an oriented Seifert manifold, where the oti and fii are non-norLemma 3.2.1. Let K be a CW complex realizing the malized parameters of the exceptional fibers, with presentation (a, t\R u R 2 ), where R x = at^a'H and a { > 0, 1 < i < 3. n i ± r rr>\ present without repetitions all elements of 7Ti(P). fundamental group TTI(P) of order n. We assume that P is equipped with a CW structure such that there is only one vertex v, only one 3-cell 5, and 5. HOW TO CALCULATE THE INDUCED CHAIN MAP the 2-dimensional skeleton K 2 P of P defines a presentation <6 1 ,...,6 8 |Q 1 ,...,g 8 ) of 7n(P) = TT^P-V).
5.1. Taking Logs We will identify generators and relations of TTI(P) Recall that M and P are closed oriented CW threewith edges and 2-cells of K%, respectively. Fix a manifolds such that TTI(P) is finite of order n. Let base point x 0 in the interior of B and a base point {ai,.. .a r \Ri,... R q ) and (61,..., b s \ Qi,..., Q s ) be x 0 e p^ixo) in the universal cover P of P. For each presentations of their fundamental groups, corresi = l,...,s choose a loop u { in P with end points in ponding to the 2-skeletons of M and P, respecx 0 such that K 2 P n u t is a point in Q { and the intertively. Suppose that the homomorphism <p = f # : section is transverse and positive. Clearly, the loops TTIC&O ^ ^(-P) is g iven °y a set of words hi in Ui, 1 < i < s, generate the group TTI(P;X 0 ) isomorthe generators bj that represent the elements iffa) phic to 7Ti(P;v); we will call them dual generators.
of TT^P), 1 < i < r. We consider the chain group Let wbea loop in P written as word in the gen- sponding word hf 1 . We get a word w € K.
(2) Present w as a product of conjugates of the definappropriate for later use. We will use essentially ing relations, that is, in the form one basic transformation: sphere.
ac~2a -cc~1ac~1 c~1ac~l c = caca~laca~1c
-cac 2 a~1c.
On the Fundamental Group of the Poincare Sphere
Henceforth we denote by P the Poincare sphere. It (c) L f w = ^a c~2a -A consequence of (b) and is homeomorphic to the Seifert manifold a = c is ,,/," 1N /" -s ,-. x \ we" 1 = ac 2 ac~2ac~l = a(?a<?a~x -ac~~2ac 2 a M((2,l), (3,1), (5,-4)).
= cac a c a = cw. Its fundamental group n 1 (P) consists of 120 elements and is isomorphic to SL 2 (Z 5 ) and to the bi-(d) It follows from (c) that nary icosahedral group /*. We will denote it by TT. C Step 5. We reduce the power ^ of the first term c^ Qr am -i m -i c . W e define the shadow group of ,, as of w modulo 10.
A . A -u .i, i u T.r S(?r) = S(F)/S(iir)
. Now we are ready to describe the algorithm. We apply Steps 0-5 as long as possible to the given word Another way to get S(TT) is to take the quotient of w. Since Steps 1-4 strictly decrease the a-size, the S(F) by the relations (0, Qi) -(Q u 1), for i = 1,2. process terminates after a finite number of steps. It . . . Let 3Vt be the free 7r-module generated by Qi, Q 2 -We define the shadow group S(F) of F to be the We assume that / is given by images r,^i,x 3 G F = F(a, c) of the generators t, a u a 3 of TTI(M), reFor example, the shadow versions of the items (a) spectively; the image ^ of the generator a 2 can be and (b) in the proof of Lemma 5.2.1 look as follows: found from the relation ^^ = L We describe the (a) Multiplying (0, Q 2 ) = (Q 2 ,1) by (0, c^ac-1 ), we main ste P s of the computer program. An extended version of the program calculates the integers presenting each A; are not zeros. Neverthedegree for all possible homomorphisms TTI(M) -» n less, the authors calculated them, and in the sequel by letting each one of r, x u x 3 run over all 120 we will think of them as known.
• elements of TT and casting off the assignments that do not determine homomorphisms. 
D ticular, for the identity homomorphism n -> TT.
-It gives the same list of degrees for maps into 1,2,3,4 all 120 nontrivial homomorphisms TT(M) -» P for many cases of differently presented homen take the generator t to the unique nontrivial eleomorphic Seifert manifolds. ment c 5 of the center of TT. Nevertheless, the next -It gives the same degree for maps into P that example shows that the situation may be quite difdiffer by an inner automorphism of TT. The mulferent. tiplication of a degree d map M -> P by a degree Examp|e 2 Suppose that {a u a 2 ,a 3 ) = (3,6,30) and 49 map P -> P inducing the unique nontrivial el-(ft, ft , , 7, Problem 1. Let ai,a 2 ,a 3 be positive integers such three exceptional fibers that admit degree one ,, maps onto P; see [Hayat-Legrand et al. 1997] .
(1) gcd (a 2 ,a^) = 1 for i ^ j with 1 < i, j < 3, and 6.2. Results [n: G] > 1 this reduces the calculation of the degree There exist exactly 60 inner automorphisms of TT.
for / to that for / which is simpler. • ^^ + ^^^ f 15p??3)Sl . Using _ tran sformaLemma 6.3.2. Letpi,p 2 ,P3 be integers such that, for tions ^ i-> /?i+2pi, (3 2 ^ /9 2 -3p2_and^i i-> /5i+2pi, 1 < « < J < 3, gcd(pi,pj) is not divisible by 2, 3, 5.
P3 ^ 03 ~ 5p3, one can achieve (3 2 = f3 3 = 1 mod 4. T/ien i/iere exist positive integers p 1 ,p 2 ,p3 such that Note that the conditions (1), (2) of Lemma 6.3.2 _ are fulfilled by the construction of pi. To prove (3), ; ; ' consider the expression (2) pi < 600, p 2 < 360, p 3 < 120; (3) gcd(pi,pj) = lfori^j. S = 6((p!p 2 -Pip 2 )(3 3 + PxPiifo -&)) Proof. Reducing Pi modulo 120, we get ft such that + 10 ((PiP3 -PtPs)/% + PiPs(/3 2 -^2)) % = Pi mod 120 and 0 < q { < 120,1 < * < 3. Set + 15({p 2 p 3 -MsWi +P2P3W1 -A))-
